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bbstract. The complexity of integer sorting is investigated on two random access machine (RAM) 
models. The main results show that (i) on a RAM with addition, subtraction, multiplication and 
integer division, n integers in the range [0, 2cn) can be sorted in O(n( 1 +log c)) steps, (ii) on a 
RAM with addition, subtraction, and left and right shifts, n integers in any rar:ge can be sorted 
in linear time, and (iii) on either of the above models, II integers in the range [O, n’) can be 
sorted in 0( n( 1+ log c)) steps, even if all register addresses and capacities are bounded above 
by nc. 
1. Introduction 
The problem of sorting is one of the most fundamental, and well studied, problem! 
in computer science. For the most general formulation of the problem (when the 
inputs are drawn from an arbitrary totally ordered set), it is natural to restrict one’! 
attention to comparison-based algorithms. In this setting, it is well known tha 
0( n log n) operations (comparisons) are necessary and sufficient o sort an arbitrar! 
n-tuple [8]. It is also well known that n-tuples consisting entirely of integers in the 
range [0, n) (or, in fact, any range of size O(n)), can be sorted in O(n) operation 
on a RAM by exploiting the capability of indirect addressing. The question arise 
whether the capability of arithmetic operations together with indirect addressin] 
can lead to more efficient sorting algorithms even if the integers to be sorted arr 
very large compared to n. 1 
A first answer to this question can be given by generalizing the linear time bucke 
sorting algorithm cited above. ;d rsing a radix n number representation, a radix SOT 
(or multi-pass bucket sort) [I, 81 yields an 0( nk) upper bound or:; the complexit 
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sorting n-tuples of integers in the range [0, d). It follows from the above that 
ventional [0( n log n j] sorting algorithms can be improved asymptotically for 
!ger inputs in the range [0, R(n)), when R(n) is 2°(‘og2n). It is natural to ask 
ch other integer domains admit o( n log n) sorting algorithms. In this paper we 
tribe a number of sorting algorithms, for two different RAM models, that extend 
range of integers over which conventional sorting algorithms can be improved. 
)ur investigation into the complexity of integer sorting is primarily motivated 
theoretical concerns and our results should be interpreted in this light. A number 
)ur algorithms make use of integers that are significantly larger than the inputs. 
:n our so-called conservative algorithms have such large associated asymptotic 
istants (not to mention storage requirements) that they are of little practical 
ue. However, there is obviously a great deal of practical motivation for studying 
complexity of integer sorting and our results suggest the possibility, if not the 
Istance, of new practical integer sorting algorithms. 
Models of comprutation 
Yc consider tw<i variants of the RAM model which is described in [ 1,2]. In 
tticular, our RAMS have finite programs operating on an unbounded sequence 
scgisters each of which Can hold an arbitrary natural number. Both of our models 
iudc convrzntional input/output and branching instructions as well as the capability 
indirect addressing. Our two RAMS are distinguished according 
execute specific integer operations. A machine of type RAM, (i = 
executing integer operations from the set 4, only where 
to their ability 
1,2) is capable 
r/1, ={+, y X . i / 1 > and & = { +, -L, L Shift, R Shift). 
! C[U) denote the content of register a. The shift instruction R Shift(a) (respec- 
:ly. L Shift(u)) assigns to the accumulator (i.e., register 0) the value lc(O)/2“(“‘] 
spectively, c~O)2”““), that i:. it - s previous content is shifted right (respectively, 
t by c’(a) hits. ‘: denotes the menus operation, i.e., x2 y = max{O, s - !I}. 
\t a first glance the operation set & appears to be weaker than the set $,. since 
Tts inv{)lve very restricted types of integer multiplication and division. In fact, 
t is the case provided the operands do not become too large. However, if shifts 
used in a completely unrestricted fashion, then they introduce the power of 
~oncntiation which can only be simulated at some expense with the operation 
1!/:. 
t i\ po\GbIe. on both our RAM models, to manipulate operands (and addresses) 
.irbitr:irv size in a single operation. It is natural to ask if and how we should I 
qc’ for such operations in accumulating the total execution time of an alg lrithm. 
x questions can be answered by considering the two sources of large numbers 
ntqer horting algorithms-- namely the inputs and ihe intermediate results. The 
* ()I’ inp~~t\ is ignored in most discussions of sorting. While dismissing this as a 
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practical concern, Knuth [8, p. 51 does acknowledge that ‘&as n approaches infinity, 
a better indication of the time needed to sort is n(log n)*, if the keys are distinct, 
since the size of the keys grows with n”. 
The conventional use of what is called the uniform cost criterion [l] (Le., unit 
charging of all operations) is reasonable precisely because the second source of 
large numbers is essentially non-existent. That is, the intermediate values and 
addresses that arise in conventional sorting algorithms are all comparable in size to 
the largest input. As we shall see, it is possible to devise interesting integer sorting 
algorithms that involve numbers many orders of magnitude larger than the original 
inputs. However, rather Clan introducing a charging scheme which might be at odds 
with the accepted conventons for discussing sorting algorithms, we find it sin,ol%r 
to distinguish those algor thms that do not exploit the ability of our RAMs to 
produce large intermedia’e values in few operations. 
For the remainder of his paper we will restrict our attention to algorithms that 
behave uniformly for n nputs, n 2 1. For obvious reasons we will allev the range 
of the inputs to be a funcGon of n, in general [0, R(n)), for some R(n) 31 R(n). We 
say that an algorithm whicit is designed to behave correctly for inputs in the range 
[.O, R(n)) is R-consemztiue (or just conservative, when R is understood), if all of 
the intermediate results and addresses that arise in the algorithm are bounded from 
above by some fixed polynomial in R(n). (Intuitively, if every allowable input can 
be represented in single precision on some machine, then all intermediate results 
and addresses that arise in a conservative algorithm can be represented in constant 
precision on that machine.) 
We denote by SORT,( n, R(n)) the problem of sorting n integers in the range 
[0, R(n)) on a RAMi, i= 1,2. We say that Si(n,R(n))sf(n) (respectively, 
S:‘( II, R(n)) =G j(n)) if there exists an algorithm (respectively, a conservative 
algorithm) for SORTi@, R(n)) whose worst-case time complexity is at most f(rt). 
We abbreviate by Si( n, R(n)) s Si( n, R’(n)) the assertion that S;( n, R’(n)) d f(n)* 
Si( n, R(n)) d f(n). Similarly, we abbreviate by Si( n, R(n)) 6 0( g( n)) the assertion 
that there exists some f, f(n)sO(g(n)), such that Si(n, R(nj)af(n). 
The following proposition summarizes some of the basic properties of S(n, R(n)) 
and SF (n, R in)) and formalizes some of the results cited in Section 1. 
Proposition 2.1 
(4 S,(n, R(n)) G S;(n, R(H)), 
0)) SI(n,R(nl)~S,(n,R’(n)) forR(n)sR’(n), 
k) S:‘(n, R(tj))s S:‘(n, R’(n)) forR(n)s R’(n)6 (R(n))“, G 2 1, 
(d) (comparison sort) ST(n, R(n))sO(n log n), 
(cl (bucket sort) SS(n, R(n))sO(n+R(n)), 
(0 (radix sort) SXn, R(n)) s O(n(.l +log,,WWN. 
In the next section we show that S,( n, R(n)) s 0( n +log( R( n))). In Section 4 
we describe a conservative algorithm for range reduction that can be performed on 
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I RAM models. As a consequence we have 
) $(n,n”)~O(n(l+logm)) (i=l,2), and 
) S*(n,2”)~0(n(1+10gc)) for c) 1, 
roving the bound of Section 3. In Section 5 we show that &( n, R(n)) G O(n) 
all R(n). The concludirdg Section 6 offers a discussion of related work. In 
icular, we comment on the 0(n log n) lower bound for integer sorting due to 
I and -Simon [-9],-and arecent -generalization of that--result due - to-Reisch [ 111. 
16th &es we discuss the question :of whether the presence of integer division 
es possible asymptotically faster integer sorting algorithms. For a thorough 
erstanding of this section the reader-should be familiar with the proof of Paul 
Simon. 
hst sorting using multiplication and integer division 
,s we observed in Section 1 (and Proposition 2.1 (f)), a radix sort, which can be 
lemented on both our RAM models, demonstrates that Si( II, R (n)) s o( n log n), 
:n R(n) is 20(‘Og2 ? In this section we show that the range of inputs for which 
log n) non-conservative algorithms exist’ is substantially broader. 
r~ a first step towards a faster sorting algorithm we consider the following 
brithm which assumes that the inputs are suitably ‘spread out’. 
orftbml j Sorts(Xr,..., x,) on theassumption that na2, xi>O(l<i<n), 
and xi/+e(l/n, n), for all i # j. /,I 
read inputs x1, . . . , x, 
P*- i iXi; qt f Xi 
i=l i=l 
#or i+n to 1 by -1 do 
i+ Lp/41 
if xi+] 3 xi then j+ j+ 1 
Zi + Xj; print Zi 
pep-jxi; q+q-x, 
xj f 0 
mma 3.1. (i) Algorithm I has time complexity O(n). 
Ii j Al’orithm I correctly sorts the input (x1, . . . , x,), provided n a 2, xi > 0 ( 1 s i s 
and xt/xj& (l/n, n) for ail i# j. 
@f, The validity of (i) is obvious. To prove (ii), first let (x,( 1 ), . . . , x,(,)) be a 
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permutation of (x1, . . l , x,) satisfying i > j * xwtj) 2 x,,~). Since 
si2 idi)-4x,(i) <‘< ItX*(j) S i X*(j)< i X,(j), 
/=l j=l j=2 j=l 
it follows that 
The assumption of Algorithm I that each input integer be at least II times larger 
than any smaller input is obviously quite restrictive. However, it can be weakened 
significantly if (x:, . . . , xk) is sorted instead of (x,, . . . , n,), for some sufficiently 
large k. 
Lemma 3.2. Let (xl, . . . , x~)EN” satisfy xi/xjE (d/(d+l), (d+l)/d) for all i# j. 
If yi=xf”og”‘, lsii rt, then 
yilyi$?(l/?l, n) for all i#j. 
Proof. Suppose Yi > yj. Then 
yi/yj=(Xi/xj)dr’og”‘> ((d+l)/d)d”o’“‘>2”o’“‘~ It. q 
It follows from the above that it would be useful to have a fast algorithm to 
compute the function h:(N”NV)+fN” where h((x,, . . . ,xn), k)=(xf,. . . ,xz). We 
now proceed to a description of such an algorithm. It is conceivable that such a 
‘batched powers’ procedure will have applications elsewhere as well. 
An essential tool in the algorithm is the following theorem. 
Chinese Remainder Theorem (cf. [ 1,7]). Let { pl, . . . , pn} be a set of pairwise 
relatively prim& positive integers. Let p = JJ;=, pi and suppose (x1, . . . , x,,) E fV satisfies 
0 g Xi < pi, 1 s i s n. Then there exists exactly one x E N satisfying 
(i) Odx<p; 
(ii) Xi3 xmodpi,lGian. 
(*I 
Our application of the Chinese Remainder Theorem is captured in the following 
corollary. 
Corollary. Let ( pl, . . . , pn) be a set of paitwise relatively prime positive integers. Let 
p=ny=,pi and suppose (x~,...,x~)EN” satisfies O~x:<pi~ l~i<n, for some 
k a 1. Then the unique x E I’+4 satisfying (rt ) aIs!> satisfies (i) 0 s xk < p, and (ii) 
x~~x! modpi, l<i<n. 
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Thus, to simultaneously raise x1,. . . , x, to some power k it suffices to 
(i) chojose appropriately large pairwise relatively prime integers p1 l 9 * pn 7 
(ii) uniquely encode x1, . . . , x, as x by the Chinese Remainder Theorem, 
(iii) raise x to the power k, and 
(iv) decode the result. 
Fortunately, it is possible to choose pl, . . . 9 p,, in such a way that the encoding 
and decoding slteps are computationally straightforward (cf. [ 1, p. 2941). 
Lemma 3.3. Let pi = 1 +max(x,, . . . , x,,}, 
+I =I+‘i Pj bi for 2s is n, 
j=l 
P = g1 Pi 
and 
91 = P/P,7 ri = PI- 1 forISiSn. 
Then, 
(0 PI, ’ * . . pn are pairwise reIatively prime, 
(ii) 0~ xi<p,, 1 s is n, and 
(iii) x =z (xr_=, qjrjx,) mod p is the unique solution 
Proof. The validity of (i) and (ii) is obvious. Since 
to (*). 
and 
jYj E 1 mod fJI for j5 i, 
it follows that 
Hence qiri s 1 mod pi and 4i ri E 0 mod p,, j f i. Thus 
i q,qx, s qir,-X, mod pl, z X, mod p,. 
I-‘1 
Part (iii) immediately follows. El 
Ugorithm II //computes (x:,. . . ,A-,“, given (x,,. . . ,x,,) and k // 
read inpslts x1,. . . , xIIr k 
x + 1 + max(x,, . . . , x,,} 
Pi c-X 
k 
rI +- 1 
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for i+2 to n do 
ri + ri-1 xpi-* 
pi + ri + 1 
for i + 1 t6 n do 
4i + P/Pi 
U * i qiriXi 
i=l 
for itltondo 
yi+WlllOdp~ 
print yi 
The correctness of Algorithm II is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.3 and 
the fact that 
x’” = (x mod p) k mod p. 
Since an integer can be raised to the power k in O(log k) steps (cf. [7, p. 3981) 
and since all other operations in the algorithm consume O(n) steps, we have 
established the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. There is a RAM, -algorithm computing the function 
h : ((x,, . . .,x,,),k)j(x:,...,x~) 
with time complexity 0( n + log k). 
By combining Theorem 3.4 with Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 we can deduce our first 
main result. 
Theorem 3.5. There is a RAM, -algorithm with time convplexity O( n + log k) that 
correctly sorts (xl, . . . , x,,) E N” prooided for all i, j, 1 s i, j 5 n, 
Proof. Concatenate a modified version of Algorithm II with Algorithm I. The 
algorithm runs in three stages: 
( 1) Compute Yi + Xi kn ‘log ” ‘, 1 s is n, using Algorithm Il. 
(2) Compute ti+fl’-‘yi,~l~i~n. 
(3) Sort (z,, . . . , z,) by Algorithm I. 
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Stagz (1) r?quires 0( n + log k) steps and constructs yi, 1 =G i s n, such that if Xi > ~j, 
then 
Hence, following stage (2) we have zi, 1 s is n, such that zi/zje (l/n, n) for all 
‘;tj, and zi:mzj+~ia~j. Thus, by Lemma 3.1, stage (3) successfully sorts 
zi ,.=*9 z,,) (equivalently, (x1, . . . , x,)). Since both stage (2) and stage (3) run in 
3(n) steps, the entire algorithm has complexity O(n + log k). 0 
kollary 3.6. S&z, R(n))sO(n+log(R(n))). 
‘roofm Let (A,, . . . , x,,) E [0, R(n))” and yi = Xi + 1, 1 6 i G n. Suppose yi > Yj. Then, 
71crcfore. f y,, . . . , y,,) (equivalently, (x,, . . . , x,,)) can be sorted in 0( n + 
,g(Rh))) steps. D 
be A new conservative range reduction technique 
A radix sort, based on a radix n number representation, can be viewed as a 
recess of repeated range reduction each step of which is captured by the inequality 
S,h. R(n)) s S,(n, [R(~)/nl)+O(n). 
I this section we present a new more powerful range reduction technique and we 
@ore a number of its applications. 
Let k :%4% satisfy k(n) 2 R(log n). In the following algorithm the problem of 
lrting 12 integers in t!x range [O, 2”‘“‘) is reduced to the problem of sorting n 
ttegers in the range [O, 2”“‘. ). Active-buckets, Batch, and B[ j], B’[ j], 0 s js 2k(“‘, 
I name queues. For an arbitrary queue S, ‘SW and ‘cS’ denote the enqueue 
Id dequeue operations respectively. The operation ‘dciete’ removes a single copy 
’ the specified integer from the specified queue. 
t+ k(n) 
Active-buckets c- c3 
for i=l,...,n do 
read input x, 
if B[ [xJ?Jf =C4 then 
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Batch + 0 
while Active-buckets # 0 do 
y *Active-buckets 
m + max{ f 1 z E B[ y]} 
B’[y]*m 
delete m from B[y] 
Batche( y, 2’) 
while B[ y] # 0 do 
Zt-B[Y] 
Batch+(z, y) 
sort elements of Batch on first coordinate 
while Batch + fl do 
(2, y)*Batch 
B’[Ylf=Z 
while B’[2’] f 0 do 
yeB’[2’] 
while B’[y] # $3 do 
Z~B’rIYl 
print yn2’+z 
Informally, each input xi (viewed as a 2t bit binary number) is assigned to the 
bucket H[ lxi/2’]] where it is represented by the residue Xi mod 2’. The set Active- 
buckets records the indices of nonempty buckets. In this way the original problem 
is reduced to the problem of sorting each of the nonempty buckets as well as the 
set Active-buckets. These subproblems are combined and solved together by sorting 
the set Batch. 
The correctness of Algorithm III follows from the observation that at every point 
in the computation each input xi is uniquely represented as either 
(i) the integer xi mod 2’ in the queue B[ Lxi/2’] 1, 
(ii) the pair (xi mod 2’, 1x,/2’] ) in the queue Batch, 
(iii) the integer xi in the sorted queue B’[ lxi/2’J 1, or 
(iv) the integer Xi in the sorted output sequence. 
It is significant that Algorithm III makes effective use of a great deal more storage 
than time. It might be suspected that the initialization of memory (specifically the 
queues S[ j] and B’[ j], 0 s j s 2’) would dominate the running time of the algorithm. 
While we are not obliged to defend our algorithm against this criticism (after all, 
the standard R.AM models [ 1,2] assume that memory has been initialized to zero 
at no cost), it is worth pointing out in this context what has become almost a 
‘folklore’ fact (that may or may not have influenced the original RAM specifications) 
namely the following. 
Fact (Initialization of R,\Ms). An uninitialized RAM (registers tart with random 
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oalues) can simulate an initialized RAM (all registers are initialized to zero) with 
on/y a constant factor of overhead. 
This claim is, in essence, a restatement of [ 1, Problem 2.121. The proof, of course, 
will be left to the reader. 
Lemma 4.1. S,( n, 22k’n) )~S~(n,2~““)+0(n) for k(n)W2(logn) and i=1,2. 
Pro&. I? suffices to observe that, in Algorithm III, 
(9 the queue Batch contains at most n pairs, 
(ii) tlhe first coordinate of each pair lies in the range [0, Zkfn)), and 
(iii) the cost of all steps, excluding the sort, is O(n). Confirmation of each of 
these observa?ions is straightforward. Cl 
Corollary 4.2. St ( n, 2 7k”1’)~S~(n,2k’“‘)+0(~z), for k(n)>R(logn) and i-1,2. 
Proof. It suffices to note that all the intermediate results and addresses in Algorithm 
IV are i)ounded above by some polynomial in 2k(“’ El 
Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 3 .2 directly getleralize to the following theorem. 
Proof. The result when t = 2’ for some integer j:a 0 follows from Lemma -1. I and 
(Ikrr~lktry -I.2 by induction on j. For general I satisfying 2’ ’ c t -: 2’ we have 
S,C n, P’f’j 5. S,( tz, F’*‘) by Proposition 2.1 (b) 
:-- S,(il, 2 x”f’j+O(t~( 1 + j)) = S!(!E, 2”“‘)+C)(r1(1 +log t)). 
I‘hc general result for .S:’ follow by an identical argument with Proposition 2. ! (c) 
wp!:icing Proposition 2.11 lid. L-7 
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Proof. The proof immediately follows from Theorem 4.3 and Proposition 2.1(e) 
(with R(n)= n). Cl 
5. A linear sorting algorithm for RAM,s 
Among the results of the preceding section was the asymptotically most efficient 
known conservative algorithm for integer sorting. This algorithm is easily imple- 
mented on both our RAM models. As we have seen in Sections 3 and 4, substantially 
more efficient non-conservative integer sorting algorithms exist on a RAM,. It is 
natural to ask if similar improvements hold for the RAM2 model. In this section 
we show the somewhat surprising result that integers from arbitrary ranges can be 
sorted in linear time on a RAM2. In contrast to our earlier sorting algorithms, no 
essential use is made of indirect addressing; if the number of inputs is fixed, indirect 
addressing can be eliminated entirely. 
Algorithm IV / Sorts i x1, . I . , x,,). Assumes n 2 4 // 
1 
read inputs x1, . . . , x,, 
for id to n do 
y, c x3” + i2 ln”J 
// i#j * iyi-y,,l>21”/2J // 
// binary representation of w has l’s i-n the y+h position, 1 s Jo n, and 0”s 
elsewhere // 
for i+l to n do . 
ai +- lW/2’;] 2’! 
/” binary representation of a, has l’s in the y,th position whenever y, 2 yi, 
1 d j s II, and O’s elsewhere j/ 
// binary representation of b has the property that positions Yj,. . . , Yj + 
2’ n!71 - 1 contain the binary representation of the rank of yj in 
IYlT * - * 7 Yd I! 
for k-1 to 12 do 
ci + [b/2’1] 
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// k, denotes the rank of Xi in {x1,. . . , x,}. That is, (k,, . . . , k,,) is a 
permutation of (1,. . . , n) and ki < ki + xi d Xi /,I 
x+max{x,, . . . , xn} 
/I the binary representation of s is a concatenation of the integers x1,. . . , x,, 
with Xi represented in bits kj2x, . . . , (ki + 1)2” - 1. 1 
rc,+ .x 
for i+l to ndo 
r, + I!:- ,/rl 
Zj + r,. 1 - ri ’ 2” 
print Zi 
/, the output n-tuple (z,, . . . , z,,) is a permutation of (x,, . . . x,,) satisfying 
z~4z~+~*~z,, II 
learem 5.1. Sin, R(n)) d Oolj. 
oof. It is clear by inspection that Algorithm IV runs in linear time on a RAM?. 
me correctness of Algkjrithm IV can be confirmed using the accompanying 
mmerW i-7 
Related work and conclusions 
In ‘tddition to the basic results mentioned in Section 1, there are a number of 
l cnt rc\uJts that speak directly to the problem of sorting integers in restricted 
sglr;ts. Van Emde Boas [3] was the first to describe an efficient priority queue 
intenance algorithm designed specifically to deal with integers from a restricted 
rge. 3n subsequent paperti [4, S] van Emde Boas’ result has been refined to the 
lowing theorem. 
ewem A (van Emde Boas). There is a data structure supporting the full repertoire 
prior-G_v queue operations wer the range [0, R( II 1) that uses 0( R(H)) space arld 
11y Irq l-3 t n I ) procexring time per element processed. The spatee musf br irtitialized 
C:+! A3 f li I ) time before the structure carI be used. 
t immediately follows from Theorem A that we have Si( IZ, R(n)) 6 
to log log R f n 1) + O( R ( II ) ), i = 1,2. the second term being a one-time preprocess- 
~mitialization) charge. While this bound itself is not competitive with conven- 
XEJ tcchniyucs (as H increases the preprocessing cost dominates), it does Doint 
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out that the incremental cost of sorting n integers in the range [O, R(n)) is only 
O(nloglogR(n)). 
6.2. Lower bounds 
The upper bounds described above are complemented by lower bounds. For 
machines using real inputs, with addition, subtraction, multiplication and ordinary 
division, but no capability of indirect addressing an J2( n log n) lower bound is given 
by Jiawei [6]. A similar lower bound is due to Paul and Simon [9] (and independently 
to Rackoff [lo]). They show that the following theorem holds. 
Theorem B (Paul/Simon, Rackoff). On a RAM wit11 instruction set { + , -, x } and 
capability of indirect addressing, the worst-case complexity of any program that sorts 
n integers in a suficiently large range is at least LJ(n log n). 
A careful analysis of the proof given by Paul and Simon shows that for each 
sortifl:i ; *ogram using only addition, subtraction and multiplication there are input 
integel.,i rrl the range [0, n”) requiring a( n log n) steps for correct sorting. As shown 
by Cc;’ 3lary 4.4 (with c = log n) a machine with the additional ability of integer 
division can sort such an input in time 0( n log log n). It follows that, on the model 
described above, sorting in restricted ranges can be made more efficient with the 
additional use of integer division. It remains an open question whether this holds 
for general input ranges. Furthermore, it is still unknown whether a RAM,, a 
machine with addition, subtraction, multiplication and integer division, can sort 
arbitrary n-tuples of integers in linear time. 
Recently. the lower bound result of Paul and Simon has been generalized to a 
RAM with instruction set { + , Z_ , X , L Shift}. Specifically, this leads to the following 
theorem. 
Theorem C (Reisch [ 11, Section 4-j). 011 a RAM with instruction set { + , A) X , 
L Shift) and capability of indirect addressing, the worst-case complexity of any program 
that sorts n integers in a suflciently large range is at least L?(n log n). 
It is .a trivial consequence of Theorem 5.1 that a RAM with instruction set 
(t-3 -L , :x, L Shift, I/ J} can sort any n integers in linear time. Hence, for this model 
the presence of integer division gives rise to a 0(log n)-factor speedup for sorting 
integers in all sufficiently large ranges. 
This result suggests that the lower bound arguments of Paul and Simon, which 
are exploited and extended in the theorchm of Reisch, will not easily extend to 
models that include integer division. 
A number of our sorting algorithms (specifically those that take advantage of our 
new range reduction technique) have a fairly conventional divide-and-conquer 
nature but proceed by ‘batching’ together some of the sorting subproblems that 
D. Kirkpatrick, S. Reisch 
e. It is interesting to note that while such batching is not advantageous for 
rparison-based algorithms, lower bounds like those of Paul and Simon [9] and 
sch [ 1 l] suggest that, for integer sorting, this may be the most efficient approach 
the solution of several (apparently independent) sorting subproblems. For 
mple, it follows from Theorem B that n”-’ sorting problems, each involving n 
:gers in the range [O, n”) require a total of 0 Cn” log n) steps, if each problem 
olved separately. On the other hand, if the problems are batched together, a 
Lightforward modification of bucket-sort akes 0( n”) steps. 
. Conclusion 
Ye have investigated the complexity of integer sorting on two RAM models (and 
iants). New integer sorting algorithms have been described that are asymptotically 
re efficient than conventional sorting algorithms over a broad range of integer 
uts. 
4 number of open problems have been mentioned in the text. In general, it 
lains to settle the lollowing questions: 
1) What are appropriate models of computation for the expressiorr of practical 
tger sorting algorithms? 
2) For what ranges of inputs can we construct practical o( n log n) integer sorting 
orithms? 
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